
Agenda 
Region 10 Board of Education Curriculum Committee 

October 12, 2021 
4:30 pm 

Central Office Conference Room 
************************************************************************************ 

Call to order. 

1. Approval of September 14, 2021 Minutes. ( Enclosure 1)
2. Black/Latino Curriculum Review (Enclosure 2)
3. Technology integration into Curriculum – C. Weaver (Enclosure 3)  (Enclosure 3A) 
4. Future Topics:

November 
• Review Summer Curriculum District Work
• Social Studies Curricula K-4 adoption presentation
• NEASC outcomes related to curriculum and equity.

December
• Social Emotional Learning (SEL) within Curriculum
• Curriculum Budget and new curricular additions for 2022-23.

5. Next meeting: Tuesday, November 9, 2021, 4:30 pm.

Adjourn 
9/26/21 Draft #1 



Minutes 
Region 10 Board of Education Curriculum Committee Agenda 

September 14, 2021 
4:30 pm 

Central Office Conference Room 
************************************************************************************ 

Present: Scott Savelle, Zach Rankin, Scott Ragaglia, Ellie Parente (Cochair), Vonetta Romeo-Rivers 
(Director of Teaching and Learning), John Vecchitto (Cochair) 

Call to order. 4:30 pm. 

1. Minutes Approved for June 30, 2021: Motion John Vecchitto; 2nd Scott Ragaglia
2. Black/Latino Curriculum Update: Focus on grades 11-12. Vonetta provided the State

overview of the pilot program; RSD 10 will offer the 1.0 mandated elective for 2022-23
with faculty training (teacher of record, coordinator, assistant principal) during the
Spring 2022; open-source materials will reduce costs for implementation.  The
Curriculum Committee will share the addition of the course offering to the 2022-23 LSM
Program of Studies and share this update at the October Board Meeting. For
informational purposes, the Social Studies Department Chair will submit the Curriculum
Application Form for the course to the Board for review prior to November. The
curriculum for the mandated elective was approved by the Board because of a required
State deadline earlier prior to the release of the document by the State Department of
Education.  Although a State mandated offering, students are not required to take the
elective.

3. Vonetta shared elements of the CREC Curriculum Audit merged with the larger
curricular goals of the District Equity Plan.  Nine “Global Takeaways from the Audit”
were reviewed, as well as “Curricular Areas of Focus Within the RSD 10 Equity Plan,” and
a “General Checklist for Equity” used for as a tool for curricula development.

4. Professional development opportunities and calendar for upcoming teacher training
were shared by Vonetta, plus, an updated online listing of teacher resources for learning
and instructional support called the RSD 10 Professional Learning Choice Board.

5. Future Topics:
       October: 
• Post Graduate Survey
• Technology integration into Curriculum

November:
• Review Summer Curriculum District Work (e.g., Social Studies Curricula K-4   adoption

timeline
• NEASC outcomes related to curriculum and equity.

December
• Social Emotional Learning (SEL) within Curriculum
• Curriculum Budget and new curricular additions for 2022-23.

6. Next meeting: Tuesday, October 12, 2021, 4:30 pm.

Adjourn: 6:20 pm. 
9/15/21 Draft #2 
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CONNECTICUT PUBLIC ACT NO. 19-12 

An Act Concerning the Inclusion of Black and 
Latino Studies in the Public School Curriculum 

This document provides a summary of the curriculum produced by SERC.  

For the full document please visit the SERC website: https://pa1912.serc.co 

Enclosure 2

https://pa1912.serc.co/
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Background 
In June 2019, CT PA 19-12 was passed to develop an African American/Black and Puerto 
Rican/Latino Course of Studies at the high school level. Legislation identified the State 
Education Resource Center (SERC) as the coordinating entity to develop the curriculum. 

In August 2020, an Expert Review Panel (see Appendix for full listing) of national and state-
level experts and researchers was convened to review course deliverables as they were 
being developed, and provide critical feedback and relevant resources. 

The State Board of Education approved the curriculum in December 2020, and the SERC and 
CSDE Team worked steadily to make final revisions through June 2021.  

A field study is currently underway with SERC providing ongoing support to those districts 
implementing the course in the 21-22 school year. This support will also be extended to 
districts who follow the statewide implementation time line for the 22-23 school year.      

Course Overview 
The African American/Black and Puerto Rican/Latino Course of Studies is a one credit, year-
long elective in which students will consider the scope of African American/Black and Puerto 
Rican/Latino contributions to U.S. history, society, economy, and culture. It utilizes 
Connecticut’s Social Studies Framework themes and inquiry-based approach already 
familiar to social studies teachers to deliver a content rich and personalized learning 
experience. 

The course is an opportunity for students to explore accomplishments, struggles, intersections, 
perspectives, and collaborations of African American/Black and Puerto Rican/Latino people 
in the U.S. Students will examine how historical movements, legislation, and wars affected the 
citizenship rights of these groups and how they, both separately and together, worked to 
build U.S. cultural and economic wealth and create more just societies in local, national, and 
international contexts.  

Coursework will provide students with tools to identify historic and contemporary tensions 
around race and difference; map economic and racial disparities over time; strengthen their 
own identity development; and address bias in their communities. This course will contribute 
to the critical consciousness and civic-mindedness competencies of a twenty-first century 
graduate, and ultimately facilitate students’ interest in pursuing further ethnic, anthropology, 
or human rights studies in the future. 

An Act Concerning the Inclusion of Black and Latino Studies in the 
Public School Curriculum 

CONNECTICUT PUBLIC ACT NO. 19-12 
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Learning Objectives (LO) Essential Questions (EQ) 

LO1: UNDERSTAND the construct of race and 
why and how it was developed. 

EQ1: Racial Formations  
How and why was the concept of race constructed? 
What is its impact on African American/Black and Puerto 
Rican/Latino people? 

LO2: INVESTIGATE the evolution and 
development of African American/Black and 
Puerto Rican/Latino identities, including 
intersections with Indigenous and other identities 

EQ2: Diasporas 
Who and what are the diverse people, places, and time 
periods that African American/Black and Puerto 
Rican/Latino include?  
What are the stories of the African, Black, Puerto Rican, and 
Latino(a) diasporas? 

LO3: ANALYZE how race, power, and privilege 
influence group access to citizenship, civil rights, 
and economic power. 

EQ3: POWER  
What do African American, Black, Puerto Rican and 
Latino(a) histories reveal about the United States, its 
foundation, and how power is structured today? 

LO4: EXAMINE the scope and legacy of 
resistance that has been integral to African 
American, Black, Puerto Rican, and Latino(a) 
histories. 

EQ4: FREEDOM, JUSTICE, RESISTANCE  
How have African American, Black, Puerto Rican and 
Latino(a) people fought for freedom and justice throughout 
history and today, and in what ways have their struggles 
been in solidarity with various other groups? 

LO5: ARTICULATE the integral role African 
American, Black, Puerto Rican, and Latino(a) 
communities have played in shaping U.S. 
society, economy, and culture. 

EQ5 SOCIETY, ECONOMY, AND CULTURE:  
How and in what ways have African American, Black, 
Puerto Rican and Latino(a) people shaped American 
society, economy, and culture? 

LO6: REIMAGINE new possibilities and more just 
futures for our country and our world drawn from 
the legacy of African American/Black and 
Puerto Rican/ Latino experiences, intellectual 
thought, and culture. 

EQ6: RADICAL IMAGINATIONS  
What do African American, Black, Puerto Rican, and 
Latino(a) histories and cultures teach us about radically 
reimagining new possibilities and more just futures? 

LO7: EXPLORE local and regional African 
American/ Black and Puerto Rican/Latino 
communities and compare/contrast them with 
national histories. 

EQ7: SPACE AND PLACE 
In what ways have geographies shaped history, as well as 
been shaped by it?  
What are the African American/Black and Puerto 
Rican/Latino histories of our region, and how do they relate 
to broader histories? 

LO8: EXAMINE examples of African 
American/Black and Puerto Rican/Latino action 
in addressing issues impacting their communities.  
LO9: IDENTIFY resources and opportunities for 
active engagement, learning, and civic 
responsibility. 
LO10: USE the inquiry cycle to take informed 
action. 

EQ8: AGENCY AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT  
In what ways have African American/Black and Puerto 
Rican/Latino people demonstrated agency in developing 
organizations and strategies to address pressing issues in 
their communities?  
How can young people take informed action to address 
pressing issues in their own communities? 
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Semester 1:  
Focus on African American/Black History 
 
Semester 1 Unit 1 
Where We Come From: Introduction to African Origins and Contributions of Ancient 
African Empires to World Civilizations and the African Diaspora (500 B.C.E. to 1600) 
 
Summary of Unit  
Introduction of the basis of course, overview of scope and sequence of content, and orientation 
of students to expected dialogue and community for learning will be the opening for this unit.  
 
The content of this unit will focus on African Origins of humanity and contributions made by 
peoples of our greatest civilizations on the continent such as Kemet, Ghana, Songhai. The legacy 
of African Empires Kings and Queens will provide students information that will accurately paint a 
picture of the vast contributions to world civilizations.  
 
It is through the history of African Origins and the exploration of African Civilizations and religions 
that we engage students in knowledge construction about the majestic breadth of great people 
in government, academic and technological innovation, and the arts, from whom African 
Americans and peoples from the Diaspora descended. This exploration will allow students to 
evaluate and analyze false narratives of inferiority and inhumanity of Africans and Black people 
which are deeply ingrained in modern society worldwide. As students begin the semester on 
African American history, they will have opportunities to embark on an exploration of a people 
who were made captives and brought to distant shores—and their long history of affirmation, 
resistance, reform, and radicalism.  
 
In this unit, students will:  
• Examine the impact of various aspects of African culture on world civilizations; • Analyze the 
factors that have contributed to racialized global conflict and change in the modern world; and  
• Develop a positive and accurate identity, including an awareness of and comfort with one’s 
membership in multiple groups in society.  
 
Compelling Questions:  
What impact did the people of Ancient Africa have on early and modern civilizations, and why 
has this impact been largely ignored through much of history?  
How has the concept of race been socially constructed over time? 
 
Semester 1 Unit 2 
How African Americans Persisted: Slavery and Freedom Stories of Resistance and 
Agency (1619 to 1819) 
 
Summary of Unit  
Soon after the settlement of New England, slavery, first Indigenous and then African, became a 
way to support the export driven economy of the region. This unit will focus on slavery in 
Connecticut, the U.S., sources of that history, and how we can use analytical lenses to interpret 
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the evidence and tell the story of local slavery and the individuals held in captivity. Themes of 
resistance and agency will be explored.  
 
In this unit students will:  
• Analyze how Africans, African Americans, and their descendants have struggled to gain 
freedom, equality, and social justice.  
• Explore the ways in which slavery was embedded in culture and legislation.  
• Investigate how multiple racial and cultural perspectives influence the interpretation of slavery.  
 
Compelling Question:  
How were some Africans from the global diaspora able to assert their agency to resist slavery; 
why were other Africans unable to do this? 
 
Semester 1 Unit 3 
Black Literacy, Organizations, and Liberation (1820-1865) 
 
Summary of Unit  
The journey to abolish slavery in the United States was a battle that progressed gradually over 
time. The unit explores: the individuals, groups, and schools of thought that contributed to the 
movement. The subsections of the unit will move through the topics of Black survival and 
resistance to enslavement and emancipation using the Gradualist, Militant, Early and Late 
Political Periods, and the Civil War. Students will also examine “Free” Black communities, Slave 
Narratives, Negro Spirituals, folklores, newspapers, pamphlets, and speeches that Blacks and 
abolitionists employed to precipitate change. Themes of resistance and agency will be 
examined.  
 
In this unit, students will:  
• Examine how Africans and African descendants worked individually and collectively to spark 
revolutionary change to their existence; and  
• Explore various perspectives of enslavement from free and enslaved Africans.  
 
Compelling Questions:  
When is resistance and/or revolution justified/glorified/condemned?  
How effective were the actions of abolitionists and the slave rebellions of this period? Are 
individual contributions or collective efforts more effective in actualizing social change? 
 
 
Semester 1 Unit 4 
Long, Long History for Equality (1865-1915) 
 
Summary of Unit  
This unit focuses on the period of Reconstruction (1865-77), Black Settlement, Towns, and Settlers 
in the West (1865-1915), and the struggle against the Jim Crow System.  
 
This unit will also go into detail on the political contributions of African American politicians to the 
passage of the Reconstruction era: acts and laws that brought the right to citizenship, the right to 
vote, and public education. In addition, this course will focus on the African past as it relates to 
the development of the African American culture in the western hemisphere.  
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In this unit, students will:  
• Examine how Africans and African descendants worked individually and collectively to spark 
revolutionary change to their existence.  
• Explore the Reconstruction politics through literature and other accounts from primary 
documents and impact on Whites and Blacks.  
 
Compelling Question:  
How was the Reconstruction a success or failure? 
 
Semester 1 Unit 5 
Black Movement for Equality (1915-1965) 
 
Summary of Unit  
This unit will focus on Black Americans’ movements for equality, both geographical and societal. 
It will begin with the ideology of Nadir, which triggered the Great Migration of approximately a 
half million African Americans from Southern to Northern states between 1916 and 1918, and will 
then explore the fight for equal rights and the enormous contributions of Black people in America 
during the early 20th century. The unit should help students understand how the events of the 
period helped shape present-day systems.  
 
In this unit, students will:  
• Identify tactics, mission, and accomplishments of major groups involved in the movement for 
equality.  
• Investigate the causes, consequences, and historical context of key events in this time period.  
• Evaluate how individuals, groups, and institutions in the United States have both promoted and 
hindered people’s struggle for freedom, equality, and social justice. • Analyze the role of the 
federal government in supporting and inhibiting various 20th century civil rights movements.  
• Analyze the role of women of color in the women’s rights movement.  
 
Compelling Question:  
How successful have Black Americans’ movements for equality been in transforming the dreams, 
status, and rights of Black Americans in the United States? 
 
Semester 1 Unit 6 
Protest, Politics, and Power (1965- Present) 
 
Summary of Unit  
This unit examines African American history from the political, economic, and cultural impact of 
Black Power to Black Lives Matter. During this era, African Americans used the vote to demand 
reform, created organizations such as the Black Panther Party to address police brutality, and 
created independent social programs. Since 1965, African Americans have made major 
progress, such as an increase of college graduates and decrease in poverty rate; however, 
institutional racism continues to undermine the progress of African Americans and African and 
Black Caribbean immigrants as well as an expanding Black middle class.  
 
In this unit, students will:  
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● Examine how the Black community is shaped by a variety of identities, communities, and 
perspectives.  
● Analyze historical, contemporary, and emerging means of changing societies, promoting the 
common good, and protecting rights.  
● Reimagine new possibilities and more just futures for our country and our world drawn from the 
legacy of African American, Black experiences, intellectual thought, and culture.  
 
Compelling Questions:  
What are the greatest issues facing Blacks and African Americans in the U.S. today?  
What does radically reimagining new possibilities and more just futures look and sound like now? 
 

Semester 2:  
Focus on Puerto Rican/Latino History 
Note: While the units in Semester 1 took a largely chronological approach to the subject matter, 
Semester 2 will be more thematic and will spiral back to prior learning. 

Semester 2 Unit 1 
Early Beginnings: Who Are We? 
 
Summary of Unit 
Even before the United States became a republic, Latinos have contributed to the culture and 
history and life of the U.S. Yet, Latinos have been perceived as the “other.” Despite histories of 
migration, labor recruitment, wars, invasion, and occupations, millions of Latinos have persevered 
and demonstrated the beauty of their contributions. This unit will examine the early beginning 
and origins of what we know as Latin America. 
 
In this unit students will: 
• Explore Puerto Rican and Latino identity and culture. 
• Examine the individual and collective identities of Puerto Ricans and Latinos and demonstrate 
understanding of how this influences the perception and realities of Puerto Rican and Latino 
people. 
• Explore Latinos’ understanding of race. 
• Understand how Latinos show up in Black-White binary. 
• Examine Puerto Rican Migration. 
• Learn about the strengths and contributions of African diaspora in Latin America and in the 
Caribbean. 
 
Compelling Questions: 
How has Puerto Rican and Latino identity evolved over time?  
Is there a single “Latino identity”? Is there a Latino race? 
 
Semester 2 Unit 2 
Blood and Beauty 
 
Summary of Unit 
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This unit dives deeply into the ancient civilizations of Latinos, which extend back thousands of 
years prior to the Columbian exploration. After reviewing the achievements and 
accomplishments of the Native Americans found in Central America, South America, and the 
Caribbean in the previous unit, this unit begins with the first European encounter with the 
Indigenous people and Columbus in 1492. It explores the mistreatment of the Indigenous by 
Europeans, and then the second part of the unit focuses on the treatment of Latinos throughout 
American History. 
 
In this unit, students will: 
• Explore different perspectives on how the Natives were treated by the Europeans and the 
voices like Bartolomeo de las Casas, who left a single perspective of this historical encounter 
behind. 
• Explore various forms of anti-Latino treatment such as scientific experiments in Puerto Rico and 
Guatemala, and language suppression. 
• Become more aware of the contributions of Latino people to American history in spite of 
oppression. 
 
Compelling Question:  
How has the persisting narrative of the voyages of Columbus held long and short-term 
consequences for the formation and evolution of the identity of Puerto Ricans and Latinos? 
 
Semester 2 Unit 3 
Sweat 
 
Summary of Unit 
In this unit, we walk through the sands of time to remember the blood, beauty, and sweat that 
contributed to the further development of the Puerto Rican and Latino social and economic 
structures. These cultures have demonstrated endurance and resilience during countless trials. 
Even through difficult times, they have nurtured their roots with their ancestors' culture. 
Perseverance, optimism, and fortitude are the hallmarks of Latinos’ striving for equity. The 
permanent emotional connection with their culture and identity keep them reimagining their 
independence, economic growth, and prosperity. 
In this unit, we will examine how the complex relationship between politics and economic 
policies helps us explain the current level and range of economic development in the region.  
 
Students will: 
• Explore how colonialism impacted the development of Latin America societies during a period 
of social, economic “transformation.” 
• Examine and interpret how Latin Americans and Puerto Ricans constructed and interpreted 
racial, ethnic, class, and gender identities as a result of historic and economic experiences of 
enslaved Africans in Latin America and in Puerto Rico. 
• Investigate the ways in which United States relations with Puerto Rico and Latin America help or 
hinder social and economic growth. 
• Examine specific role of Indigenous, Spaniards, and Africans in the formation of the Puerto 
Rican Nation. 
• Evaluate how severe economic policies impact the economic growth of Puerto Rico and Latin 
America currently. 
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Compelling Question:  
How did power and hierarchy come together to create the social and economic structures of 
Puerto Rico and Latin America? 

Semester 2 Unit 4 
Resistance and Defiance 

Summary of Unit 
Coming from a place of frustration, discord, and suppression, Latinos, time and time again, have 
resisted the power and control of a group of people, governments, or institutions. Their resistance 
has always been part of their existence; however, this unit will focus on major times of resistance. 
Finally, we will look at other forms of resistance focusing on the arts and on the 
development/existence of underground economies within specific Latin American countries. 

In this unit, students will: 
• Explore the Latinos’ fight for independence against Spain.
• Explore the nationalist movements against dictatorial/non-democratic leaders in the 20th
century.
• Analyze the power structures within the United States that influence oppressing the people and
voices of the Latino world.
• Examine how the arts serve as a form of resistance, strength and community building.
Compelling Question:
With the diaspora in mind, how has the theme of resilience been illustrated in the past and
present history of Latinos’ battle for equity?

Semester 2 Unit 5 
Where are we now? 

Summary of Unit 
Between the years of 1820 and 2020, more than 80 million people migrated to the U.S. The history 
of immigration and migration is bigger than just the narrative that teaches about European 
immigration. Puerto Ricans and Latinos have migrated to the U.S. since the 1800s, and some 
Latino groups were already here before Europeans. This unit offers students an opportunity to 
learn and explore the contributions of Puerto Ricans and Latinos to the U.S. and the state of 
Connecticut. 

In this unit, students will: 
• Analyze reasons that individuals from Puerto Rico and other Latin Americans migrated to
Connecticut.
• Explore the accomplishments and contributions of these individuals and their descendants to
Connecticut history and culture.
• Understand and examine the misconceptions and negative beliefs that have been normalized
and excluded the contributions of Puerto Rican and Latino people.

Compelling Question:  
What impact have Puerto Ricans and Latinos had on Connecticut, and what additional impact 
might they have in the future? 

Back to Agenda



Curriculum Update

• Developed K-5 Skills Checklists
• Reviewed Checklists with principals and other high-level stakeholders
• Removed overlap and developed a sequence of skills that starts in

Kindergarten and continues to grade 5
• Sharing expectations with teachers; seeking feedback
• Living documents… adapting to changes in technology and student skill level
• Common Sense Media Curriculum- Digital Citizenship K-12
• Added ISTE Standards to ATLAS

Enclosure 3



Next Steps 
• Annually seek teacher feedback on skills check lists to normalize

expectations
• Continue to support use of technology in the classroom
• Continue to support technology integration
• Lessons and units aligned to ISTE Standards
• PLC and PD time to teachers to federalized  themselves with

Competencies/Skills, Standards and Digital Citizenship Curriculum

ISTE Standards
International Society for Technology Standards in Education

• Not stand-alone items, require curriculum integration across multiple
subject areas and grade levels

• High leverage learning targets that use technology in service of learning

Back to Agenda
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Technology Skills and Competencies for Kindergarten

Hardware T1 T2 T3 

Turning on PLD 

Shutting down PLD properly by going to the Start Menu 

Handling equipment with care 

Identify parts of the PLD 

• Screen

• Track pad

• Headphone jack

• Keyboard

• Keys

• Charging port

• Charger

• Power button

• Case

Plugging in headphones, adjusting volume 

• F1: Mute

• F2: Volume Down

• F3: Volume Up

Technology Skills 

Trackpad or mouse skills 

• right click

• left click

• double click

• scrolling

Touch screen skills: 

• finger to launch program

• click

• drag

• closing windows

• pressing buttons

• drawing (draw and manipulate basic shapes)

Recognize and open applications from the Start Menu 

Saving documents 

• My Documents

• OneDrive- to be determined along with timeline to complete

Locate and open a document 

• My Documents

• OneDrive

Recognize and open a hyperlink 

Pebble Go 
(need to define what students will do with this tool) 

Epic 

• Access Epic Book collection assigned by teacher
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• Select book to read/be read to

• Search for books of interest

Word 

• Create and name new word document

• Type successfully in word document (ex: name, title to their writing piece)

• Search for an image and include in document

Typing Agent 
(need to define what students will do with this tool) 

SeeSaw 

Open and complete an activity (using drawing, typing, voice recording, or by taking a 
picture)  

Take a picture and share it with the teacher 

Draw a picture and share it with the teacher 

Keyboarding 

Letters 

Numbers 

Arrows 

Backspace 

Shift 

@ sign 

Punctuation (. ? !) 

Caps Lock 

Using proper posture and ergonomics 

Digital Citizenship 

Knowledge of internet safety 

Media Balance is Important 

How do we find a happy balance between online and offline activities? 

Students will be able to: 

• Know when and why to take breaks from device time.

• Consider the feelings of people around them, even when engaged in fun online activities.
Key Vocabulary: balance, device  

Media Balance Is Important | Common Sense Education 

ISTE Standards covered in lesson:  1d, 3d, 7c 

Pause for People 

How do you say goodbye to technology when you don’t want to? 

Students will be able to: 

• Learn why it's important to be aware and respectful of people while using devices.

• Learn the Pause, Breathe, Finish Up routine as a self-regulation strategy for transitioning from
technology to face-to-face interactions.

https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/media-balance-is-important
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Key Vocabulary: device, frustrated  

Pause for People | Common Sense Education 

ISTE Standards covered in lesson:  1d, 3d, 7b, 7c, 7d 

How do you go places safely online? 

Students will be able to: 

• Discover that the internet can be used to visit faraway places and learn new things. 

• Compare how staying safe online is similar to staying safe in the real world. 

• Explain rules for traveling safely on the internet. 
Key Vocabulary: online, website, app 

Safety in My Online Neighborhood | Common Sense Education 

ISTE Standards covered in lesson:  1c, 1d, 2b, 3a, 3c, 3d, 7c 

 

Empowered Learner 

Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving, and demonstrating competency in their 

learning goals, informed by the learning sciences. 

1a Students articulate and set personal learning goals, 

develop strategies leveraging technology to achieve 

them and reflect on the learning process itself to 

improve learning outcomes. 

 

1b Students build networks and customize their learning 

environments in ways that support the learning process. 

 

1c Students use technology to seek feedback that 

informs and improves their practice and to demonstrate 

their learning in a variety of ways.. 

 

1d Students understand the fundamental concepts of 

technology operations, demonstrate the ability to 

choose, use and troubleshoot current technologies and 

are able to transfer their knowledge to explore emerging 

technologies. 

 

Digital Citizen 

Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in an interconnected 

digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical. 

https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/pause-for-people
https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/safety-in-my-online-neighborhood
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2a Students cultivate and manage their digital identity 

and reputation and are aware of the permanence of 

their actions in the digital world.

2b Students engage in positive, safe, legal and ethical 

behavior when using technology, including social 

interactions online or when using networked devices. 

2c Students demonstrate an understanding of and 

respect for the rights and obligations of using and 

sharing intellectual property. 

2d Students manage their personal data to maintain 

digital privacy and security and are aware of data-

collection technology used to track their navigation 

online. 

Knowledge Constructor 

Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct knowledge, produce creative artifacts 

and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others. 

3a Students plan and employ effective research 

strategies to locate information and other resources for 

their intellectual or creative pursuits.

3b Students evaluate the accuracy, perspective, 

credibility and relevance of information, media, data or 

other resources. 

3c Students curate information from digital resources 

using a variety of tools and methods to create 

collections of artifacts that demonstrate meaningful 

connections or conclusions. 

3d Students build knowledge by actively exploring real-

world issues and problems, developing ideas and 

theories and pursuing answers and solutions. 

Innovative Designer 

Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems by creating new, useful or 

imaginative solutions. 

4a Students know and use a deliberate design process 

for generating ideas, testing theories, creating 

innovative artifacts or solving authentic problems.
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4b Students select and use digital tools to plan and 

manage a design process that considers design 

constraints and calculated risks. 

 

4c Students develop, test and refine prototypes as part 

of a cyclical design process. 

 

4d Students exhibit a tolerance for ambiguity, 

perseverance and the capacity to work with open-ended 

problems. 
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Computational Thinker 

Students develop and employ strategies for understanding and solving problems in ways that leverage the power of 

technological methods to develop and test solutions. 

5a Students formulate problem definitions suited for 

technology-assisted methods such as data analysis, abstract 

models and algorithmic thinking in exploring and finding 

solutions. 

 

5b Students collect data or identify relevant data sets, use 

digital tools to analyze them, and represent data in various 

ways to facilitate problem-solving and decision-making. 

 

5c Students break problems into component parts, extract 

key information, and develop descriptive models to 

understand complex systems or facilitate problem-solving. 

 

5d Students understand how automation works and use 

algorithmic thinking to develop a sequence of steps to 

create and test automated solutions. 

 

Creative Communicator 

Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of purposes using the platforms, tools, 

styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals. 

6a Students choose the appropriate platforms and tools for 

meeting the desired objectives of their creation or 

communication. 

 

6b Students create original works or responsibly repurpose 

or remix digital resources into new creations. 

 

6c Students communicate complex ideas clearly and 

effectively by creating or using a variety of digital objects 

such as visualizations, models or simulations. 

 

6d Students publish or present content that customizes the 

message and medium for their intended audiences. 
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Global Collaborator 

Students use digital tools to broaden their perspectives and enrich their learning by collaborating with others and 

working effectively in teams locally and globally. 

7a Students use digital tools to connect with learners from 

a variety of backgrounds and cultures, engaging with them 

in ways that broaden mutual understanding and learning.

7b Students use collaborative technologies to work with 

others, including peers, experts or community members, to 

examine issues and problems from multiple viewpoints. 

7c Students contribute constructively to project teams, 

assuming various roles and responsibilities to work 

effectively toward a common goal. 

7d Students explore local and global issues and use 

collaborative technologies to work with others to 

investigate solutions. 



Technology Skills and Competencies for Grade 4 

The goal is for students in fourth grade to master the following technology concepts.  Their progress will be 

documented by the following: 

T1 T2 T3 

Hardware 

Handling equipment with care: 

• I will take good care of my school issued device

• I will never leave the school issued device carelessly unattended.

• I will never loan out my school issued device to other individuals.

• I will know where my school issued device is at all times.

• I will not disassemble any part of my school issued device or attempt
any repairs.

• I will protect my school issued device by keeping it in an approved
protective case at all

• I will use my school issued device in ways that are appropriate, meet district

expectations, and are educational.

• I will not deface the serial number on any school issued device.

• I will be responsible for all damage or loss caused by neglect or abuse.

• I agree to return the District school issued device and power cords in

good working condition.

Charging: 

• I will charge my school issued device’s battery daily.

Technology Skills 

Keyboard skills: 

• Using proper posture and hand and finger positions as taught in
Typing Agent

• Increase typing stamina: goal type a 4 to 5 sentence paragraph in 5
minutes

• Tab key

• Ctrl + F (find)

• Keyboard short cuts (see under continue to practice section)

• Using punctuation keys while typing- move

• Using backspace vs. delete- move

• Typing in a website URL- move

Editing: 

• Practice: Resize, move and format images

• Cutting and pasting text and images

• Add and format text to a document or presentation

Saving documents: 

• Creating Fourth Grade Folder



• Creating sub folders

• My Documents, OneDrive

• Saving and submitting a document in Teams

Searching: 

• Search Engines (Britannica, Searchasaurus, SIRS)

• NoodleTools

Word: 

• Create a document for various reasons

• Edit a document
o Fix spelling
o Fix grammar
o Fix spacing

• Format a document to fit purpose

• Save a document

• Share a document

Publishing/Presentation: 

• Evaluate presentation tools for best means of sharing learning

• Power Point

o Apply animations with timing

o Transitions

o Insert links & Videos

o Present to a group

• Record and share a video

Excel: 

Need to find a specific curricular task reason to use and complete a task 

• Identify rows & columns, cells

• Add text and numbers

• Perform basic calculations

Teams: 

• Access teacher provided files

• Complete work using teacher provided files

• Submit work within Assignments

OneNote/Class Notebook: 

• Locate the Class Notebook from within a Team

• Navigate

• Add page

• Add text

• Format text

• Draw/Ink (over a document to answer questions/blank document)

• Record audio

• Insert picture



 
 

Outlook:  

• Email etiquette    

• Email basics (To:, CC:, Subject:, Body, Send)    

• Create email     

• Send an email appropriate to audience, and purpose     

Digital Citizenship 

I can be Safe, Responsible and Respectful when online.    

• Knowledge of internet safety (incorrect websites, cyber bullying, and 
sharing personal information) 

   

My Media Choices 
What makes a healthy media choice? 

Students will be able to: 

• Learn the "What? When? How Much?" framework for describing their 
media choices. 

• Use this framework and their emotional responses to evaluate how 
healthy different types of media choices are. 

• Begin to develop their own definition of a healthy media balance. 
 
Key Vocabulary: media, media balance, media choices 
 
ISTE Standards:  
1d,2b,4b,4c,6a,6b,6c,6d,7b 
 
My Media Choices | Common Sense Education 
 

   

Private and Personal Information 
What information about you is OK to share online? 

 
Students will be able to: 

• Identify the reasons why people share information about themselves 
online. 

• Explain the difference between private and personal information. 

• Explain why it is risky to share private information online. 
 
Key Vocabulary: hardwired, personal information, private information, register 
(online) 
 
ISTE Standards  
1d,2b,2d,3d,7b 
 
Private and Personal Information | Common Sense Education 
 

 

   

Our Online Tracks 
How does our online activity affect the digital footprints of ourselves and 

others? 
 

   

https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/my-media-choices
https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/private-and-personal-information


 
 

Students will be able to: 

• Define the term "digital footprint" and identify the online activities that 
contribute to it. 

• Identify ways they are -- and are not -- in control of their digital 
footprint. 

• Understand what responsibilities they have for the digital footprints of 
themselves and others. 

 
Key Vocabulary: digital footprint, fossil, inference, responsibility 
 
ISTE Standards:  
1d,2a,2b,2d,3d 
 
Our Online Tracks | Common Sense Education 

Keeping Games Fun and Friendly 
How can I be positive and have fun while playing online games, and help 

others do the same? 
Students will be able to: 

• Define "social interaction" and give an example. 

• Describe the positives and negatives of social interaction in online 
games. 

• Create an online video game cover that includes guidelines for positive 
social interaction. 

 
Key Vocabulary: digital media, griefing, online video game, social interaction 
 
ISTE Standards 
1d,2b,3d,4a,6a,6b,6c,6d,7a,7b,7c,7d 
 
Keeping Games Fun and Friendly | Common Sense Education 

 

   

Be a Super Digital Citizen 
How can we be upstanders when we see cyberbullying? 

Students will be able to: 

• Reflect on the characteristics that make someone an upstanding digital 
citizen. 

• Recognize what cyberbullying is. 
• Show ways to be an upstander by creating a digital citizenship 

superhero comic strip. 
 
Key Vocabulary: cyberbullying, digital citizen, upstander 
 
ISTE Standards: 
1d,2a,2b,2c,2d,6a,6b,6c,6d   
 
Be a Super Digital Citizen | Common Sense Education 
 

   

https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/our-online-tracks
https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/keeping-games-fun-and-friendly
https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/be-a-super-digital-citizen


 
 

A Creator's Rights and Responsibilities 
What rights and responsibilities do you have as a creator? 

 
Students will be able to: 

• Define "copyright" and explain how it applies to creative work. 

• Describe their rights and responsibilities as creators. 

• Apply copyright principles to real-life scenarios. 
 
Key Vocabulary: attribute, copyright, intellectual property, license, plagiarism 
 
ISTE Standards:  
1d,2b,2c,2d,3a,3b,3c,3d,5c,7a,7b,7c,7d 
 
A Creator's Rights and Responsibilities | Common Sense Education 

   

 

  Empowered Learner 

Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving, and demonstrating competency in their 

learning goals, informed by the learning sciences. 

1a Students articulate and set 

personal learning goals, develop 

strategies leveraging technology to 

achieve them and reflect on the 

learning process itself to improve 

learning outcomes. 

 

1b Students build networks and 

customize their learning 

environments in ways that support 

the learning process. 

 

1c Students use technology to seek 

feedback that informs and 

improves their practice and to 

demonstrate their learning in a 

variety of ways.. 

 

1d Students understand the 

fundamental concepts of 

technology operations, 

demonstrate the ability to choose, 

use and troubleshoot current 

technologies and are able to 

transfer their knowledge to 

explore emerging technologies. 

 

https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/a-creators-rights-and-responsibilities


Digital Citizen 

Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in an 

interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical. 

2a Students cultivate and manage 

their digital identity and reputation 

and are aware of the permanence 

of their actions in the digital world.

2b Students engage in positive, 

safe, legal and ethical behavior 

when using technology, including 

social interactions online or when 

using networked devices. 

2c Students demonstrate an 

understanding of and respect for 

the rights and obligations of using 

and sharing intellectual property. 

2d Students manage their personal 

data to maintain digital privacy and 

security and are aware of data-

collection technology used to track 

their navigation online. 

Knowledge Constructor 

Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct knowledge, produce creative 

artifacts and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others. 



3a Students plan and employ 

effective research strategies to 

locate information and other 

resources for their intellectual or 

creative pursuits.

Use an Inquiry Model to investigate a topic (eg. WISER) 

W: Wonder 

I: Investigate 

S: Synthesize (information from multiple sources) 

E: Express 

R: Reflect 

• Works Cited (Finding citation information)

• Create Use graphic organizers to organize notes

• Finding and evaluating relevant sources

• Pulling out information from multiple resources

• Paraphrase and use key words for note taking

• Use Safe Search Engines such as Kiddle(Google vs. MCPS

approved)

• Perform keyword searches

3b Students evaluate the accuracy, 

perspective, credibility and 

relevance of information, media, 

data or other resources. 

3c Students curate information 

from digital resources using a 

variety of tools and methods to 

create collections of artifacts that 

demonstrate meaningful 

connections or conclusions. 

3d Students build knowledge by 

actively exploring real-world issues 

and problems, developing ideas 

and theories and pursuing answers 

and solutions. 

Innovative Designer 

Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems by creating new, 

useful or imaginative solutions. 



4a Students know and use a 

deliberate design process for 

generating ideas, testing theories, 

creating innovative artifacts or 

solving authentic problems.

4b Students select and use digital 

tools to plan and manage a design 

process that considers design 

constraints and calculated risks. 

4c Students develop, test and 

refine prototypes as part of a 

cyclical design process. 

4d Students exhibit a tolerance for 

ambiguity, perseverance and the 

capacity to work with open-ended 

problems. 

Back to Agenda
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